Imagine a phone that transforms business. The Galaxy S9 | S9+ enables you to work easier. Work more securely. Work more productively.

The workplace no longer has boundaries. Business takes place anywhere and everywhere. Homes and hotels, cafés and cars. Mobility has changed the way we work and live. And now the ideal business tool is one that protects privacy and critical data, while providing simple, seamless solutions.

Make it easy.
Do two things at once. **Exclusive split-screen and window-over-window display capabilities deliver new multitasking capabilities.** Get more done faster by not having to flip back and forth between applications.

One tap. **Two apps.** With App Pair and a tap of your finger, you can launch two apps at once from the Home Screen, then use them side by side on the immersive Infinity Display for clear viewing and enhanced productivity. Set up your App Pair combinations and store them on your homescreen or in the Edge panel, and they’ll always be ready for you.

**Radical 960 fps Super Slow-Mo.** The Galaxy S9 | S9+ Super Slow-Mo captures 4x as many frames per second vs. standard slow-motion, so you can slow down reality and analyze more of the action.

**Stunning, super low-light camera.** Our Dual Aperture f2.4-f1.5 lens automatically adjusts to let in more light when you need it, allowing you to capture your image in just about any condition, day or night.

Keep it secure.
**Samsung Knox defense-grade security for an open world.** A security platform built from the chip up offers superior protection and easy manageability. Knox keeps hackers out and your data safe from the moment you turn it on.

**Biometric Identification: It’s your phone. Keep it that way.** Advanced iris scanning and fingerprint identification mean the Galaxy S9 | S9+ unlocks with just a simple look or touch.

Secure Folder keeps it private. Secure Folder keeps your work information separate from your personal information, ensuring that what’s yours, stays yours.

Get it done.
**DeX lets you work without your laptop.** Connect to a monitor, keyboard and mouse, for a desktop experience from your smartphone. Open apps, use keyboard shortcuts, and drag and drop files, all on the big screen. Connect via DeX station or DeX pad (sold separately).

**The beautiful Infinity Display: See more. Hold less.** The Galaxy S9 | S9+ Infinity Display enables you to enjoy our best edge-to-edge immersive screen, enhancing your business experience.

**Conquer the elements.** With an IP68 rating, the Galaxy S9 | S9+ is water- and dust-resistant, providing you worry-free use even in the harshest environments.

**Power to keep moving and stay productive.** Business operates around the clock. Work without interruption with an all-day battery, and when you need to top off, the Galaxy S9 | S9+ has fast wireless charging to give you an extra boost.

**Nothing slows you down.** The Galaxy S9 | S9+ features hardware improvements that enable your carrier’s best network speeds, so you can stream and download content faster than before.

**Translate the world around you.** With the Galaxy S9 | S9+ camera and Bixby Live Translation, you can simply point your camera at text to see it translated instantly into a language you understand. Live Translation uses Augmented Reality to superimpose a translation directly over text, so you can quickly and easily read signs, menus or maps in your native language.

Contact Us: samsung.com/S9forwork